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AUTOMOTIVE ACCELERATION FAILS TO BOOST 
SECONDARY ALUMINUM PRICES IN THE US, MEXICO

North America’s car industry got back on track in 2015, driving 
up demand for aluminum alloys, but the industry’s hope for 
a corresponding price increase was offset by the plunge in 
London Metal Exchange aluminum values.

In the US, vehicle sales hit 17.38 million units, according to Ward’s 
Automotive, up 5.8% from 2014. Besides leveraging domestic 
metals production, this appetite gave more fuel to the booming 
automotive output in neighbor Mexico, where carmakers have 
been growing since 2010. In 2014, the country surpassed Brazil 
and became the world’s seventh-largest vehicle producer. In 
2015, production rose another 5.6% year on year.

This scenario led some US diecasters to report demand growth 
of as much as 15-20% in their aluminum casting. Secondary 
smelters benefitted from this increasing demand, along with a 
plentiful scrap landscape during the first half of 2015, due to new 
programs kicking in for aluminum autobody sheet and extrusions, 
and Chinese buyers remaining less active in the US. Rolling mills 
were well stocked with scrap from the new programs, as well 
as more post-consumer scrap than expected during the winter 
months. This enabled US secondary smelters to use more mill-
grade scrap last year, due to the ample availability. As rolling 
mills were oversupplied throughout the entire first half, and UBCs 
were also plentiful, spreads between milll-grade scrap (such as 
UBCs and mill-grade MLCCs) and the Transaction price for P1020 
widened to levels not seen in years. (See graph).

Falling scrap prices helped boost margins for secondary 
smelters for a time. By the second half of the year, however, 
the rapid drop in LME prices – from the $1,800s/mt level to the 
current $1,400s/mt – caused scrap supplies to tighten as there 
was less incentive for post-consumer flow into scrapyards. 
Lower ferrous prices also meant fewer cars being shredded. The 
plunge in the US P1020 premium (Platts Transaction premium) 
from a record 24.25 cents in February to 7-9 cents in the fourth 
quarter further contributed to a narrowing in the scrap spreads 
versus primary metal, and margins for smelters making A380 
shrunk based on discount spreads for raw materials such as old 
cast and high-grade auto shreds. 

The differential in the US between A380 and old cast, which was 
34.5 cents/pound in January, fell to 29 cents/pound in November 

and had only recovered to 29.5 cents by year’s end. The alloy 
spread to high-grade auto shreds decreased to 20.5 cents/
pound by the end of 2015 from 28.5 cents/pound in January. 
(See graphs).

In Mexico, where production of secondary alloys has 
consistently grown faster and stronger than scrap generation 
in recent years, scrap spreads have been less likely to widen at 
any point. The Latin American country still depends on imported 
scrap – and even imported alloys – to maintain the automakers’ 
pace, which is expected to elevate installed automotive capacity 
by around 30% until 2019. 

Since Mexican alloy prices are traditionally formula-based on 
the US prices, local smelters saw their profits shrinking as the 
falling A380 benchmark price showed no correlation with the 
domestic scrap prices. Mexican smelters, like US smelters, price 
their metal sales to diecasters and automakers based on the US 
A380 price, but unlike their counterparts in the US they must 
cope with a Mexican scrap market that does necessarily follow 
the US prices, because it is a much more unstructured market 
subject to local supply/demand swings.

Fiscal tricks typically practiced by some scrap dealers who avoid 
the government’s retention of the 16% IVA tax (similar to a VAT 
tax) also added to the challenging Mexican outlook. 

Terrain got rough for the automotive-driven aluminum alloys 
sector as US shredders saw progressively lower volumes in the 
second half of 2015, based on the steady fall in steel prices. 
Scrap supply in the US gradually tightened, making the market 
dynamics more similar to those in the Mexican market. By the 
end of the year, scrap flows to US yards were said by some 
dealer/processors to be down 30-50%. 
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With scrap flow drying up, secondary smelters had to play to 
their advantage over the mills and remain versatile in the types 
of scrap they could use. More smelters began processing zorba 
in the US this year as Chinese buyers remained absent, taking 
away some of the advantage held by the historical zorba users. 
Secondary smelters also continued to take advantage of the new 
aluminum sheet scrap being generated from burgeoning auto 
sheet programs, where segregation is not always occurring. 

While some mills and automakers had planned on closed-loop 
systems for the new programs that are running 6022, 6111, 5182, 
5052 and 5754 sheet grades, some of this scrap has ended up 
in the hands of scrap dealers, as stampers, slitters, OEMs – or 
even mills – have ended up needing an outlet for the extra scrap. 
More mixed 5000/6000 scrap is appearing in mill-grade mixed-
low-copper-clip packages, causing some mills to think about 
rejections or changing specifications to avoid too much high-
chrome, high-magnesium or high-silicon in the mix. 

Some US mills or remelter buyers of scrap are creating their 
own specifications for items such as Dealer 10/10 max 2% 
iron scrap. The 10/10 package specifications now vary widely 
depending on the buyer.

In response to the market trends and industry requests, 
Platts is in the process of adding price assessments to bring 
transparency where spot trading warrants it. Platts added new 
assessments for US 6022 new bare scrap on January 7, 2016, 
and also revamped its 6063 extrusion scrap assessment to 
focus more on new bare scrap rather than press scrap. Both 
series track the spreads to Transaction once a week and include 
daily calculated values based on the discount to the Platts US 
P1020 Transaction price. 

In February, Platts is adding four new scrap assessments for 
the Mexican  market:  old cast, old sheet, UBCs and 6063 new 
bare extrusion scrap, basis delivered Northeast Mexico. The 
assessments will be published in pesos and cents/lb to best suit 
the Mexican market’s needs.

North American secondary smelters, remelt billet makers, and 
rolling mills are expected to continue to vie for a limited pool 

of aluminum scrap, with that competition highlighted by the 
seesawing relationship between A380 and the Platts US P1020 
Transaction price in recent years.  (See graph). Market sources 
expect that scrap spreads will vary dramatically depending 
which sector – or region –  more highly values the scrap and will 
pay more at any given time.
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